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Detection of Poxvirus in Cattle Associated with Human
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This preliminary report describes human and cow cases of poxvirus that recently ocurred in the
State of Rio de Janeiro. The electron microscopic findings were consistent with parapoxviral and
orthopoxviral infection. Orthopoxvirus strains were isolated from human and cow cases.   Detailed viral
characterization by means of genetical techniques  is under investigation.  Based on these informations,
poxviral diseases should be also considered an emerging viral zoonosis that can  affect human beings.
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The poxviral diseases of man consist of sev-
eral clinical  entities caused by viruses of  the fam-
ily Poxviridae, subfamily Chordopoxvirinae, which
includes the genera Orthopoxvirus  (smallpox,  vac-
cinia, monkeypox  and  cowpox viruses), Para-
poxvirus (orf, milker’s nodes, pseudocowpox and
sealparapox viruses), Yatapoxvirus (yatapox and
tanapox) and Molluscipoxvirus (molluscum
contagiosum virus).

Poxvirus diseases, in general, are acute with
no strong evidence for latent, persistent, or chronic
infections.  They can be localized or systemic and
infect their hosts by all possible routes, through
the skin by mechanical means, via the respiratory
tract, or by the oral route.

Parapoxvirus genus members are distributed
worldwide and are carried by beef and dairy cattle,
sheep,  goats,  camelides  and other animals. The
disease in humans  is  an  accident  with develop-
ment of lesions characterized by papules, nodules
and  rarely vesicles, pustules and ulcers on the

hands, arms, face, among other  sites  of viral  in-
oculation (Fenner 1996, Kuroda et al. 1999).  Fe-
ver and lymphangitis/lymphadenitis occur occa-
sionally  and  dermal lesions are sometimes mis-
taken for abscesses, mainly when secondary bac-
terial infection occurs, making the diagnosis diffi-
cult.

Parapoxviruses are DNA viruses of 250/300 nm
long by 150/190 nm  wide.  Their characteristic
surface pattern of a regular criss-cross spiral ar-
rangement of a single continous thread  enables
the identification by electron microscopy (EM),
(Doane & Anderson 1987, Madeley  &  Field
1988).     The diagnosis can be also established on
the  basis of  ELISA,  immunofluorescence and
Western blot tests, DNA assay  and  viral  growth
in  cell cultures.

In the orthopoxvirus group, besides smallpox
already eradicated, monkeypox, cowpox  and vac-
cinia viruses among others, can cause human in-
fections.  Monkeypox and cowpox are restricted
geographically because of limited ability to adapt
beyond the indigenous animal reservoir, which
comprises certain rodent species (Fenner 1996).
Several cases of orthopoxviruses have been de-
scribed in different regions of the World and re-
cently orthopoxvirus-like viruses, not yet fully
characterized, have been reported in Germany
(Munz et al. 1992, Czerny et al. 1997) and Israel
(Yeruham et al. 1996).  The molecular analysis of
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several strains isolated in the World has demon-
strated that the orthopoxvirus found in the Ameri-
cas is very different from the old world
orthopoxvirus, suggesting long term separation of
lineages (Fenner 1996).

Humans may be infected by contact with the
wildlife source or by infected animals of several
species as rodents or cats (Fenner 1996).

Only smallpox and monkeypox have been
known as generalized human diseases. Cowpox and
vaccinia cause, generally, localized, and pustular
lesions with lymphodenopaty.   Rarely secondary
lesions can occur and immunologic deficiencies
should be considered (Fenner 1996, Czerny et al.
1997).

Orthopoxviruses are DNA viruses and can be
identified by EM.  They are large and brick shaped
virions of 220-450 nm long by 140-260 nm wide,
presenting an irregularly structured surface pattern.
Other laboratory methods described previously for
the parapoxvirus group can also be used for viral
diagnosis (Doane & Anderson 1987, Madeley  &
Field 1988).

In April 1999,  four patients developed pap-
ules, vesicles and pustules after exposure to simi-
lar lesions on cow’ s  teats  in a farm in Piraí county,
State of Rio de Janeiro. On the 3rd week of illness,
one of the patients  was referred to Evandro Chagas
Hospital-Fiocruz and samples for dermal scraping
were obtained, although the skin lesions had healed.
Unfortunately,  virus particles from this unique
patient sample could not be detected by EM tech-
niques.   Staphilococcus  aureus was isolated  and
probably  this  bacterial  contamination  influenced
the lack of diagnosis confirmation in human case.
Simultaneously, one of the authors collected  der-
mal lesion specimens and scabs from infected
cows.   The analysis by EM showed particles pre-
senting characteristic structures of parapoxvirus in
this material (Fig. 1).

Four months after the  parapoxviral cases in
Piraí,  ten  patients that lived in counties on north
of the state showed lesions characterized by
vesicles, pustules, ulcers on different sites (Table).
All of them were males and had history of contact
with cattle.  During the outbreak, three of the au-
thors visited the county of Cantagalo and found
cows with lesions on teats and three human cases
with lesions on healing stage. Brick-shaped par-
ticles compatible with orthopoxvirus was demon-
strated by EM (Fig. 2).  Virus isolation was suc-

TABLE

Orthopox infection in humans reported in the State of Rio de Janeiro

Patient Age Locality Date Sites of lesions EM Culture

01 20 Cantagalo 8/2 Hand ND ND
02 WI Cantagalo 8/9 Hand ND ND

   03 WI Cantagalo 8/13 Hand ND ND
   04 15 Cantagalo 8/20 Hand ND ND
   05 50 Cantagalo 9/14 Hand ND ND
   06a 23 Cantagalo 9/14 Face, hand, escrotum ND ND
   07 20 Cantagalo 9/14 Leg ND ND
   08 16 Cantagalo 9/18 Leg ND ND
   09 a 15 Cantagalo 10/14 Hand, arm ++++ ++++
   10 WI S. Antônio Pádua 10/22 Hand ++++ ++++

a: fever and  myalgia;  ND: not done; EM: electron microscopy;   WI: without information

Fig. 1:  parapoxvirus identified by electron microscopy in
cow’s teat lesions, in a farm in Piraí County, RJ.  Bar = 100
nm
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Fig. 2: orthopoxvirus identified by electron microscopy in der-
mal lesion samples collected  from human being, in Santo
Antônio de Pádua county, RJ. Bar = 100 nm

obtained and one of these cases, an orthopoxvirus
virus strain could be isolated in Vero cell culture.
More information will be reported after viral ge-
netical identification.

In this preliminary study, the presence of pox-
viruses in cows associated with compatible human
cases, emphasizes the need of surveillance for the
presence of different zoonosis that can occasion-
ally affect human beings.
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cessful in Vero cell culture of samples from two
patients from Cantagalo and Santo Antônio de
Pádua counties.  In the counties of Aperibé and
Cambuci, only samples from infected cows were
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